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1. Prologue
This Short Meaning of Life lays out the Eight-dimensional
structure of this Cosmos or Universe of ours and precisely
how Time itself develops as a process of expanding Cosmic
Consciousness. This Consciousness, which we are part of
but largely unconscious of, expands from the generation of
those Sequence Event Strings presently being examined by
our quantum physicists but having nothing whatsoever to
do with any "Big Bang", that totally false line of enquiry
still being pursued by conventional Space scientists.
The phenomenon of Time, as we experience as our Homo
sapiens Body gets older, does not exist on our Home 6th
dimension   - the “Heaven” or “Paradise” of our traditional
three Semitic religions - Judaism, Christianity and
Islam.  Hence the importance of our regular Earth rebirths
where we go through an analogous tempering process
similar to the beating out of a Damascene, Toledo or
Samurai sword on a blacksmith’s anvil.
We ourselves, as basically that dimension-crossing Energy
Being familiarly identified in our various theologies as “the
Soul”, are on a roughly 4,000-year-long apprenticeship
course on planet Earth, on this 5th dimension, learning the
vital principles of Cause, Effect, Choice, Consequence of
Choices, Moral Responsibility for such Choices and the
correct response to Conscience, that monitoring principle
central to Cosmic morality and what I identify via Lao Tzu
and Confucius as that “Mandate of Heaven”, which
presently we almost totally ignore - to our considerable loss
(see various World Wars, “global warming”, AIDS, attacks
of Covid Hysteria, brushfire wars in the Ukraine, Middle
East, and other “visitations)! 
We have finally arrived at an era in the history of our
species, Homo sapiens, where everything we think we



know about nearly everything will have to be rewritten and
placed under a quite - almost opposite, in some respects -
understanding to that which we have at this present low
point in our materialist history.

This short guide to the Meaning of Life is designed to
establish the conditions for the paradigm revolution about
to occur while also rebuilding our understanding of
precisely what is required of us from our ruling Cosmos
and the hierarchy of advanced beings that monitor our
progress from that 6th Dimension.
It’s a unique situation, because it has never been presented
in such a detailed form before, for reasons that will become
apparent as we progress through these pages. The so-
called “Age of Reason” or “Age of Enlightenment” heralded
by Voltaire and Descartes was in itself a designed event
similar in intent to the construction of this short Guide in
that it effectively challenged all the suppositions from our
old religions and opened up the whole subject of our origin
and the nature of our surrounding Universe to renewed
analysis in more objective and scientific terms.
Reason, however, like all essential growth processes, goes
through its necessary elementary phase and we are
stepping into a new era.
We are at the end of our kindergarten stage of evolution
and like most 5-year-olds, we are shortly to be struck down
with that very same strange discovery of totally new
horizons and a totally new place for ourselves so far beyond
the limitations of our present consciousness that it takes on
the aspects of a new birth, which, in a sense, is exactly
what it IS.
We make a start on these pages with a completely new
analysis of why we are here, what our mission is and what
the nature of the reality we exist within actually IS .
 



2. The context of discussion
This is the “short form” of my more detailed and precise
outline with examples of Life’s Meaning as detailed in my
book Cosmos - Soul & Body Operating Manual for the 22nd
Century, originally set for release in 2022 but still pending
at this stage due to its Biblical length of over one million
words. A print version is eventually planned as an A4-size
Cosmic telephone book and, as the international
community of potential Star Wars/Star Trek Jedi Knights
become aware of this new approach to Reality, translations
into the main languages will become available.
At this point I am encouraging the recruitment of “avatars”
with the relevant inspiration and motivation from the main
language groups who can translate and narrate the central
points from this text and Cosmos via social media over the
Internet and with that intent I have included my contact
email in the closing pages of this version.
Followers of what I call “the Way” or “Work” self-select,
since those of you who will understand what I am saying on
these pages are already at that stage of Soul development
beyond what I nominate as Soul Zero (or no development at
all) where you already intuitively understand what I am
saying.
This short form of Life’s meaning naturally cannot do
justice to the enormous amount of work I put into Cosmos
and its extensive examples and case histories from many of
our leading present and past generations of Homo sapiens
whose behaviours and histories take their place in
Cosmos’s pages. It does, however, serve the purpose I
intended of summarising the major points raised in the
book and the relevance of the paradigm revolution about to
take place over the next few decades.



Cosmos IS NOT a “touchy feely” account of Cosmic Reality
but more a frank, factual and shock exposition of what is
going on around us outside the range of our present rather
daft “consciousness”, which makes my account closer to
the nature of Karl Marx’s Capital or Sigmund Freud,
Wilhelm Reich and Carl Jung’s original exposures of sex,
the Ego and nature of the human psyche.
In that sense it is the guiding manual for an upset of the
ruling Capitalist rogue political order beyond anything the
Bolsheviks could manage and that process of change is
already well on its way.
This revolution, for that is a precise description of the
changes Cosmos heralds, will ultimately be on a scale far
beyond anything seen in the past few thousand years of
world history and pivots on final recognition of the human
trans-dimensional Soul journey within a super intelligent
construct where Cosmic Consciousness flows through all
matter at an atomic nuclear level and the apparent
expansion of this observable Cosmos or Universe is a
function not of a Big Bang but is an essential feature of
Consciousness generation and the phenomenon of Time.
What stimulated me to get involved in this project in the
first place develops as we go along, but fundamentally
started in my childhood with a near death experience and
later extra sensory perception (ESP) events that challenged
the conventional materialist view of reality and indeed
posed the question “Does some other set of rules about Life
exist about which we mostly know nothing or just ignore?”
The whole process of human socialisation is itself a huge
learning curve. Furthermore, in a conventional upbringing,
with conventional British middle-class parents, in a
conventional colonial New Zealand community, raising the
subject of paranormal, ESP and psychic experiences
immediately suggests insanity or, at best, an early tendency
towards bohemian behaviour. So you quickly learn to shut
up. Such challenges from our Cosmos, however,



demonstrated at least to me that the “reality” I and others
took for granted was seriously flawed and even overruled
by what one could best, with one’s limited resources,
describe as “magic” or the potential existence of what is
best described in the English language as “miracles”,“other
worldly events” or the “Occult phenomena” of magicians
and sorcerers, which by their very nature are outside the
realm of popular opinion and current science.
It takes a certain type of personality to go against the tide
of popular opinion. Without a somewhat cantankerous,
obsessive and indeed abrasive disposition and
preparedness to kick against the pricks, those pricks will
overwhelm you and, finding my somewhat “left” and
socialist mentors inadequate for the occasion, in my mid-
30s I eventually came across the man who was going to
become my official entry into the strange world of the
Occult, the Naqshbandia Sufi Abdullah, who became the
thematic pivot point, along with the
Russian/Armenian/Greek pundit, George Gurdjieff and his
major interpreter, Peter Ouspensky, as I burrowed my way
into the most vital topic area any of us will ever be
confronted with.
 



3. The first step
My book, Cosmos - Soul & Body Operating Manual for the
22nd Century, defines precisely the mission our Homo
sapiens species is irrevocably embarked on. It defines our
exact position inside a super intelligent and 8-dimensional
system I term variously, Cosmos, Universe and Tao, the last
being Chinese in origin and thus acknowledging one of our
oldest forms of relatively sophisticated civilisation and
understanding.
This establishes the first step in what I have termed, for the
sake of brevity but extended in Cosmos’s development, the
“Way of the Tao”, which builds on the terse verses of the
original, partially mythical Chinese sage of roughly 600 BC,
Lao Tzu, and his verse anthology, the Tao Te Ching. That
second famous Chinese sage, Confucius (551 - 479 B.C.), is
said to have visited Lao Tzu for instruction and was
ordered to first deal with his Ego, which places my Cosmos
in its correct context.
In what becomes the “Work on your Self” the first step is
always to deal with that imaginary series of stories we tell
about our Selves that Sigmund Freud originally termed
“the Ego”, whose trickery certainly foxes most of us and
leads eventually to the highly dysfunctional society we have
where Ego popularity and the success of our personal stage
act is seen in the flaunting exhibitionism of our politicians
and various pop stars of the media.
Due to the state of our own Egos, reinforced in place by our
popular media role models, more than 90 percent of us
haven’t got a single clue as to what is “true” or “false”,
“good” or “bad”, and this catastrophic absence of true
discernment in us all is what the Way of the Tao is aimed at
correcting.
Know the Truth and the Truth will set you free.



This interpretation of Taoism is my own, however, and has
no connection to any ancient or modern accretions or
interpretations called “Taoist” or attributed to “Taoism”,
although in the manner in which the Tao Itself operates
there will be more potential links than all those existing in
the world Internet web, but not as many as exist on those
Cosmic Consciousness Sequence Event Strings (SES) I
explain as we proceed.
My choice of Lao Tzu, indeed, and his Tao Te Ching , floats
on the fact that I am not really inventing something new,
but essentially just building on old principles within the
mystical, psychic and Occult traditions that have either
been forgotten or considerably devalued in modern times.
As I develop later, a layer of traditional Asian Sufism and
Middle Eastern Gnosticism with discussion points from the
Russian mystic, George Gurdjieff and his key follower, Peter
Ouspensky, on the nature of “the Work on your Self” attains
prominence in my text, although in similar fashion to my
treatment of Taoism, I follow none of the accepted schools
on these contact points.
That point should deal with the ever-present likelihood of
natural human argumentativeness from those “Taoists”,
“Sufis”, “Gnostics” and general opinionators seeking a fight
over dancing angels on pinheads. While not really
“inventing” any new system of Metaphysics, my own
authority rests purely on the Tao Itself and can be checked
by the methods of authentication inside the mystical and
Occult traditions.
 


